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of important supplemental readings will support readers in understanding the broader historical events and subjects in the period. An introduction for each of the
Abigail Adams Patricia Lakin 2006-07 A portrait of the supportive wife of President John Adams details the life of this extraordinary woman who used her love for

major subjects covered in the title considers the significance of document analysis for students and educators.--Publisher information.

learning, for her family, and for her country to shape the early history of the United States.

Washington's Farewell Address to the People of the United States, 1796 George Washington 1913

Women of the American Revolution Jim Pearson 1991 The roles of eighteenth century women at teh time of the Americna Revolution.

United States History, Grades 6-9 Document-based Activities Holt Mcdougal 2007

How Our Nation Was Born: The American Revolution Carole Marsh 2004 It began long before John Hancock inked his signature on the Declaration of Independence

Ordinary Courage James Kirby Martin 2012-07-10 This remarkable memoir is one of the most celebrated documents to emerge from the tumult of America’s

but when the first shots were fired, they were heard around the world! This book is loaded with information and activities that will have kids' imaginations crossing

Revolutionary War. The ordinary and yet exceptional experiences of a young soldier in Washington’s army are given a new life in this fourth edition, sensitively

icy rivers and dodging musket balls in the fight for freedom. And when the cannons' thunder faded, the world was forever changed - and a new country was about to

edited for a modern readership. Classic primary source on the Revolutionary War Edited by a leading US authority on the period Now with extra maps and a more

be born! Kids will explore the ins and outs of the American Revolution from the first cries of dissent to the signing of the treaties which told the world that the United

extensive bibliography Includes a new Afterword by Karen Guenther on film portrayals of the continental soldier

States of America was a power to be reckoned with. This 32-page book is reproducible and educational. A partial list of the Table of Contents include: A Timeline of

Pamphlets of the American Revolution, 1750-1776: 1750-1765 Bernard Bailyn 1965 "This is the first volume of a four-volume set that will reprint in their entirety the

Events How Our Nation Was Born: The American Revolution The Boston Massacre: March 5, 1770 December 16, 1773: Boston Tea Party Paul Revere's Ride Native

texts of 72 pamphlets relating to the Anglo-American controversy that were published in America in the years 1750-1776. They have been selected from the corpus of

Americans George Washington Declaration of Independence Revolutionary Uniforms Revolutionary Spies Additional Resources Glossary And More! This fun-fill

the pamphlet literature on the basis of their importance in the growth of American political and social ideas, their role in the debate with England over constitutional

activity book includes: Make Boston Tea Party Popcorn Make Cherry Thumbprint Cookies Make a Compass Make a Patriot Hat Make a Canoe Create a Five-pointed

rights, and their literary merit. All of the best known pamphlets of the period, such as James Otis' Rights of the British Colonies (1764), John Dickinson's Farmers

Star Create a Timeline Connect the Dots Answer the Questions And Much More!

Letters (1768), and Thomas Paine's Common Sense (1776) are to be included. In addition there are lesser known ones particularly important in the development of

Document-based Assessment Activities for U.S. History Classes Kenneth Hilton 1999 Covers significant eras in U.S. history. Encourages students to analyze evidence,

American constitutional thought: Stephen Johnson's Some Important Observations (1766), John Joachim Zublys An Humble Enquiry (1769), Ebenezer Baldwins An

documents, and other data to make informed decisions. Includes guidelines for students, answer prompts, and a scoring rubric. Develops essential writing skills.

Appendix Stating the Heavy Grievances (1774), and Four Letters on Interesting Subjects (1776). There are also pamphlets illustrative of the sheer vituperation of the

Maine Communities and the War for Independence Edwin A. Churchill 1976

Revolutionary polemics, and others selected for their more elevated literary merit. Both sides of the Anglo-American dispute and all genres of expression -- poetry,

Document-Based Assessment Activities Cynthia Boyle 2009-07-15 Take students beyond textbook history to explore various people and events from ancient Egypt

dramatic dialogues, sermons, treatises, documentary collections, political "position papers" -- that appeared in this form are included. Each pamphlet is introduced by an

through the 20th Century using primary sources. Students will develop critical-thinking and essay writing skills as they analyze the various documents including

essay written by the editor containing a biographical sketch of the author of the document, an analysis of the circumstances that led to the writing of it, and an

photographs, posters, letters, maps, and more. Multiple social studies topics are included for grades K-3, 4-8, and 9-12. This resource includes engaging digital resources

interpretation of its contents. The texts are edited for the convenience of the modern reader according to a scheme that preserves scrupulously the integrity of every

and is aligned to College and Career Readiness and other state standards.

word written but that frees the text from the encumbrances of 18th-century printing practices. All references to writings, people, and events that are not obvious to

Document-Based Assessment: Causes of the American Revolution Cynthia Boyle 2014-01-01 Develop students' critical-thinking skills through analysis of issues from

the informed modern reader are identified in the editorial apparatus and where necessary explained in detailed notes. This first volume of the set contains the texts of

different perspectives. Students make comparisons, draw analogies, and apply knowledge. Document-based assessment includes background information and key

14 pamphlets through the year 1765. It presents, in addition, a book-length General Introduction by Mr. Bailyn on the ideology of the American Revolution. In the

questions.

seven chapters of this essay the ideological origins and development of the Revolutionary movement are analyzed in the light of the study of the pamphlet literature

The American Revolution (1754-1805): Founding documents 2013 This title in the series chronicles key documents during the revolutionary era. Included are

that went into the preparation of these volumes. Mr. Bailyn explains that close analysis of this literature allows one to penetrate deeply into the colonists understanding

founding documents, speeches and political tracts, political sermons, and letters. Also included are Native American and African slave narratives. An important

of the events of their time; to grasp more clearly than is otherwise possible the sources of their ideas and their motives in rebelling; and, above all, to see the subtle,

supplement to each historical document is a carefully designed lesson plan, which follows national history standards for learning, to guide students and educators in

fundamental transformation of 18th-century constitutional thought that took place during these years of controversy and that became basic doctrine in America

document analysis and historical comprehension. Study questions, activities, and suggested author pairings will establish the legacy of documents and authorship for

thereafter. Mr. Bailyn stresses particularly the importance in the development of American thought of the writings of a group of early 18th-century English radicals

readers today. In addition, comparative analysis highlights how every document emerges from a myriad of social and political influences. A historical timeline, maps,

and opposition politicians who transmitted to the colonists most directly the 17th-century tradition of anti-authoritarianism born in the upheaval of the English Civil

and a bibliography of important supplemental readings will support readers in understanding the broader historical events and subjects in the period. An introduction

War. In the context of this 17th- and early 18th-century tradition one sees the political importance in the Revolutionary movement of concepts the 20th century has

for each of the major subjects covered in the title considers the significance of document analysis for students and educators.--Publisher information.

generally dismissed as mere propaganda and rhetoric: 'slavery,' 'conspiracy,' 'corruption.' It was the meaning these concepts imparted to the events of the time, Mr.

Engaging With History in the Classroom Janice I. Robbins 2021-11-05 Engaging With History in the Classroom: The American Revolution is the first in a series of

Bailyn suggests, as well as the famous Lockean notions of natural rights and social and governmental compacts, that accounts for the origins and the basic characteristics

middle-grade U.S. history units that focus on what it means to be an American citizen, living in a democracy that expects as much from its citizens as it provides to

of the American Revolution."--Publisher's description.

them. In every lesson, students are asked to step into the world of the 18th-century American colonies, to hear about and to see what was happening, to read the

Document Studies for United States History--the American Revolution Edu-Game 1979

words of real people and to imagine their hopes, dreams, and feelings. Students also learn to question the accounts left behind and to recognize different perspectives on

The American Revolution Joseph C. Morton 2003 This well-rounded reference source on America's war for independence features essays, biographies, and primary

events that marked the beginnings of our country as an independent nation. Resources for teachers include a running script useful as a model for guiding

documents.

conceptualization as well as extensive teacher notes with practical suggestions for personalizing activities. Grades 6-8

Document-Based Assessment Activities for Global History Classes Theresa C. Noonan 1999 Covers all significant eras of global history. Encourages students to analyze

The Geography and Map Division Library of Congress. Geography and Map Division 1975

evidence, documents, and other data to make informed decisions. Develops essential writing skills.

Common Sense Thomas Paine 2011-06-01 Addressed to the Inhabitants of America, on the Following Interesting Subjects, viz.: I. Of the Origin and Design of

Document-based Activities: The American Revolution ; Westward expansion ; Woman suffrage Barbara T. Doherty 2017 Presents primary sources including letters,

Government in General, with Concise Remarks on the English Constitution. II. Of Monarchy and Hereditary Succession. III. Thoughts on the Present State of

diaries, photos and other artifacts with questions designed to encourage students to analyze, discuss, and evaluate the documents.

American Affairs. IV. Of the Present Ability of America, with some Miscellaneous Reflections

American Revolution: The Definitive Encyclopedia and Document Collection [5 volumes] Spencer C. Tucker 2018-09-30 With more than 1,300 cross-referenced

Making Freedom Primary Source, Inc 2004 Outstanding curriculum resource with clear objectives and meaningful activities. Each volume has an accompanying CD-

entries covering every aspect of the American Revolution, this definitive scholarly reference covers the causes, course, and consequences of the war and the political,

ROM (in a separate folder) that is packed with primary source documents.

social, and military origins of the nation. • Contains more than 1,300 A–Z entries on various political, social, and military topics connected with the American

Black Americans in the Revolutionary Era Woody Holton 2009-01-23 In this fresh look at liberty and freedom in the Revolutionary era from the perspective of black

Revolution • Features contributions from more than 120 distinguished scholars and independent historians from a variety of disciplines • Introduces entries with essays

Americans, Woody Holton recounts the experiences of slaves who seized freedom by joining the British as well as those — slave and free — who served in Patriot

on the war's underlying causes and the events that catalyzed its outbreak, a synopsis of the war, and an analysis of its long-term impact • Includes key documents

military forces. Holton’s introduction examines the conditions of black American life on the eve of colonial independence and the ways in which Revolutionary

relevant to the period, including Common Sense, the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, eyewitness battle accounts, speeches, and treaties • Supplements

rhetoric about liberty provided African Americans with the language and inspiration for advancing their cause. Despite the rhetoric, however, most black Americans

entries with hundreds of illustrations depicting colonial and Revolutionary America, plus dozens of maps depicting major geopolitical relationships, large-scale military

remained enslaved after the Revolution. The introduction outlines ways African Americans influenced the course of the Revolution and continued to be affected by its

operations, and individual battles on land and sea • Addresses all major Native American tribes involved in the conflict and their role in the war

aftermath. Amplifying these themes are nearly forty documents — including personal narratives, petitions, letters, poems, advertisements, pension applications, and

Document-Based Assessment Activities, 2nd Edition Shell Educational Publishing 1920-03-02 Today's students need to know how to evaluate sources and use evidence

images — that testify to the diverse goals and actions of African Americans during the Revolutionary era. Document headnotes and annotations, a chronology, questions

to support their conclusions. This K-12 resource for teachers provides instructional support as well as a variety of learning opportunities for students. Through the

for consideration, a selected bibliography, and index offer additional pedagogical support.

activities in this book, students will ask and answer compelling questions, analyze primary sources, approach learning through an inquiry lens, and hone their

The American Revolution (1754-1805): Political sermons 2013 This title in the series chronicles key documents during the revolutionary era. Included are founding

historical thinking skills. The lessons teach skills and strategies for analyzing historical documents, partnered with document-based assessments. Graphic organizer

documents, speeches and political tracts, political sermons, and letters. Also included are Native American and African slave narratives. An important supplement to

templates help students structure their analyses. This resource prepares students for standardized tests and engages students with inquiry. The scaffolded approach to

each historical document is a carefully designed lesson plan, which follows national history standards for learning, to guide students and educators in document analysis

teaching analysis skills can be applied across grades K-12.

and historical comprehension. Study questions, activities, and suggested author pairings will establish the legacy of documents and authorship for readers today. In

American Revolution Katherine Wallis 2002-09 Did you know that "Yankee Doodle" was written to poke fun at the Colonial army? Or that several women, such as

addition, comparative analysis highlights how every document emerges from a myriad of social and political influences. A historical timeline, maps, and a bibliography

Deborah Sampson, played important roles in the American Revolution? Students build Internet research skills while learning these and other fascinating facts. Great
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graphic organizers aid students in recording information to use in designing a diorama of a famous battle, creating a comic strip about the drafting of the Declaration of

Edward P. O'Connor 2004 A guide to using document-based questions to teach middle school

Independence, and much more. For use with Grades 4-8.

students about American history that explains how to help students analyze a wide variety of visual and graphic sources.

The Sons of Liberty Charles River Charles River Editors 2017-01-11 *Weaves the lives of the 4 Sons of Liberty together into one entertaining and educational

Barbara Wally 2004-10-30 These flexible assessments can be used both in correlation with the Primary Sources

narrative. *Explains the relationships between the men and the roles each one played in the pivotal events before and during the Revolution. *Includes Paul Revere's

kits or as stand-alone practice pieces for a variety of standardized tests.The Teacher's Edition includes a lesson to help teach students how to write Document-Based

account of his midnight ride and Longfellow's famous poem Paul Revere's Ride. *Includes several letters and writings from John Adams, Sam Adams and John

Question essays. Each Student Edition (sold separately in packs of 30 and in Add-On packs of 10) contains an assessment with the following types of questions: multiple

Hancock. *Includes an original introduction for each of the 4 Sons of Liberty. For over 200 years, Americans have been fascinated by the Revolutionary period and the

choice, constructed-response, and documents leading to a DBQ (Document-Based Question) task.

patriots who led the growing resistance movement against British authority that eventually brought about the Revolutionary War. In particular, the clandestine

The war of the American Revolution

activities of Boston's Sons of Liberty in the decade before the war continue to be a source of both intrigue and mystery. The American Revolution had no shortage of

perspectives.
The
Causes ofStudents
the American
make comparisons,
Revolution draw analogies, and apply knowledge. Document-based assessment includes background information and key questions.

compelling characters with seemingly larger than life traits, including men like the multi-talented Benjamin Franklin, the wise Thomas Jefferson, the mercurial John

Honored Places 2007

Adams and the stoic George Washington. But no Revolutionary leader has been as controversial as Samuel Adams, who has been widely portrayed over the last two

The World Turned Upside Down Center for Gifted Education 2002-10 The World Turned Upside Down: The American Revolution

centuries as America's most radical and fiery colonist. Among his contemporaries, Adams was viewed as one of the most influential colonial leaders, a man Thomas

The First American Revolution Ray Raphael 2010-03-16 The original rebels: “Brings into clear focus events and identities of ordinary people who should share the

Jefferson himself labeled "truly the Man of the Revolution" and the one who the Boston Gazette eulogized as the "Father of the American Revolution." Over the

historic limelight with the Founding Fathers.” —Publishers Weekly According to the traditional telling, the American Revolution began with “the shot heard ’round

course of 83 years, Paul Revere was one of the most prominent citizens in Boston, heralded for his silversmith work, his participation in the Sons of Liberty, and his

the world.” But the people started taking action earlier than many think. The First American Revolution uses the wide-angle lens of a people’s historian to tell a

service in the Massachusetts militia. Given everything he did for Boston and his community, it would have no doubt greatly surprised Revere at the end of his life if

surprising new story of America’s revolutionary struggle. In the years before the battle of Lexington and Concord, local people—men and women of common means

he had known he would become an American legend for his midnight ride on the night of April 18, 1775, one of the most mythical events in American history. John

but of uncommon courage—overturned British authority and declared themselves free from colonial oppression, with acts of rebellion that long predated the Boston

Adams remained a celebrated figure in Boston for all the work he did in Massachusetts before and after the Revolution, but his national reputation has experienced

Tea Party. In rural towns such as Worcester, Massachusetts, democracy set down roots well before the Boston patriots made their moves in the fight for independence.

quite a renaissance over the past decade, beginning with David Mccullough's best selling biography in 2001, followed in 2008 by the popular HBO series based on it.

Richly documented, The First American Revolution recaptures in vivid detail the grassroots activism that drove events in the years leading up to the break from

Then, in 2010, Dearest Friend, a record of the correspondence between Adams and his wife Abigail solidified his position as one of the most darling Founding Fathers

Britain.

of the 21st Century. Most Americans are familiar with John Hancock solely because of his famous signature on the Declaration of Independence, and his name has

American
Voices
of Revolutionary
Revolution For
America
Dummies Steve Wiegand 2019-09-04 Become an expert on the Revolutionary War American Revolution For Dummies capitalizes on the

become a slang phrase for signing a document. But his conspicuous signature on the Declaration of Independence has overshadowed the various and important

recent resurgence of interest in the Revolutionary War period—one of the most important in the history of the United States. From the founding fathers to the

contributions Hancock made in colonial Boston before the Revolution, the Continental Congress during the Revolution, and Massachusetts state politics after the

Declaration of Independence, and everything that encapsulates this extraordinary period in American history, American Revolution For Dummies is your one-stop

Revolution. The Sons of Liberty chronicles the amazing lives and careers of the 4 most famous members of the Sons of Liberty, examines their relationships before and

guide to the birth of the United States of America. Understanding the critical issues of this era is essential to the study of subsequent periods in American history ... and

during the Revolution, and analyzes their lasting legacies. Along with pictures of important people, places, and events, you will learn about Samuel Adams, John

this book makes it more accessible than ever before. Covers events leading up to the war, including the Sugar Act, Stamp Act, and the Boston Tea Party Provides

Adams, Paul Revere and John Hancock like you never have before.

information on The Declaration of Independence Offers insight on major battles, including the Battles of Lexington and Concord, Bunker Hill, and Yorktown Reviews

Document Based Activities for the Middle Grades; Charlotte S. Jaffe 2003-04-01 U.S. History Document-Based Activities is divided into three sections: The American

key figures, including George Washington, Charles Cornwallis, the Marquis de Lafayette, and Alexander Hamilton If you want or need to become more

Revolution, Westward Movement, and Woman Suffrage. Each section contains background information on the topic, a variety of primary sources, and challenging

knowledgeable about the American War of Independence and the people and period surrounding it, this book gives you the information necessary to become an

activities to help you integrate the artifacts into your curriculum.

expert on the essential details of the revolutionary period.

Lesson Plans for Teaching About the American Revolution LessonCaps 2012-09-14 Following Common Core Standards, this lesson plan for teaching about the

Cynthia Boyle 2014-01-01 Develop students' critical-thinking skills through analysis of issues from different

Robert W. Coakley 1975

American Revoltuion is the perfect solution for teachers trying to get ideas for getting students excited about a book. BookCaps lesson plans cover five days worth of

Thomas Ladenburg 1989 This document is part of a series of units in United States history. It is designed for teachers to use in

material. It includes a suggested reading schedule, discussion questions, essay topics, homework assignments, and suggested web resources.

teaching colonial history and the American Revolution in greater depth than that provided in many textbooks. The unit contains 16 chapters, the first of which

The American Revolution Robert Allison 2011-02-01 Here is a brisk, accessible, and vivid introduction to arguably the most important event in the history of the

explains the unit's focus on four kinds of questions of interest to historians. These questions are: (1) contextual questions, (2) factual questions, (3) moral or value

United States--the American Revolution. Between 1760 and 1800, the American people cast off British rule to create a new nation and a radically new form of

questions, and (4) questions of explanation. Chapters 2-4 look primarily at contextual questions, introducing students to the social, political, economic, and ideological

government based on the idea that people have the right to govern themselves. In this lively account, Robert Allison provides a cohesive synthesis of the military,

settings of the Revolution. The central section of the unit, chapters 5-15, is concerned with both factual and moral or value questions. Students not only learn about the

diplomatic, political, social, and intellectual aspects of the Revolution, paying special attention to the Revolution's causes and consequences. The book recreates the

events that led up to the Revolution, they also compare conflicting accounts of these events. They learn a three-criterion test for determining whether specific acts of

tumultuous events of the 1760s and 1770s that led to revolution, such as the Boston Massacre and the Boston Tea Party, as well as the role the Sons of Liberty played in

protest are justified and apply this test to a number of examples of colonial protest. A central activity in this portion of the unit is reenactment of the trial of the British

turning resistance into full-scale revolt. Allison explains how and why Americans changed their ideas of government and society so profoundly in these years and

soldiers involved in the Boston Massacre. Following this experience, students examine the similarities and differences between the Boston Massacre and the

how the War for Independence was fought and won. He highlights the major battles and commanders on both sides--with a particular focus on George Washington

confrontation between Vietnam war protesters and a contingent of the National Guard at Kent State University 200 years later. Other major activities in this portion of

and the extraordinary strategies he developed to defeat Britain's superior forces--as well as the impact of French military support on the American cause. In the final

the unit include analyzing the Declaration of Independence and debating whether the Revolution was justified. The final chapter invites students to act as historians,

chapter, Allison explores the aftermath of the American Revolution: how the newly independent states created governments based on the principles for which they

choosing among three schools of historical interpretation and writing essays detailing how the interpretation explains the Revolution's causes. (DK)

had fought, and how those principles challenged their own institutions, such as slavery, in the new republic. He considers as well the Revolution's legacy, the many

Carol Sue Humphrey 2011 This book describes the everyday lives of people during the American Revolution as they adapted to the

ways its essential ideals influenced other struggles against oppressive power or colonial systems in France, Latin America, and Asia. Sharply written and highly

political and military conflicts of the time. * Includes original documents showing the impact of war on daily life, such as a series of letter exchanges between John and

readable, The American Revolution offers the perfect introduction to this seminal event in American history.

Abigail Adams showing how Abigail ran the family farm while John was serving in the Continental Congress * Provides a chronology of events in American history

Naval Documents of the American Revolution United States. Naval History Division 1964

during the Revolutionary Era * Supplies a bibliography of important books, websites, and films related to the Revolution and its impact on Americans * Contains a

Teaching and Using Document-based Questions for Middle School

helpful glossary of terms

Social Studies Test Preparation American Revolution

Document-Based Assessment: The American Revolution
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